LEARNING JOURNEY

DRAMA
CURRICULUM INTENT

BENTON PARK SCHOOL VALUES

The Drama department aims to harness students’
creative flair and achieves this through teaching
Drama as a subject within its own right. We have
developed our curriculum to provide exciting and
diverse performance styles which generate a
genuine love, appreciation, and enthusiasm for the
subject. Together we explore a variety of
technique and scripts that encourage our students
to take risks with their work, form opinions on
theatre seen and made and unlock their potential
in acting, directing, or designing.

In Drama:
• Students show resilience through
the rehearsal process, taking risks in
their practical work and
implementing personal and group
challenges to the work they create.

• Students collaborate for the
majority of their lessons, working in
groups to create, rehearse and
refine performances that they will
perform to their peers.

The ambitious curriculum is underpinned with the
knowledge, skill-set and practical experience
needed for our students to go on to study Drama
in further education. Moreover, the transferrable
skills they learn are truly invaluable: confidence,
teamwork, problem solving, critical thinking,
public speaking and leadership are all ways our
students accelerate in Drama and can be applied
to real life settings. Every lesson is uniquely
planned to be inclusive for all students, providing
opportunity and encouragement for all learners to
flourish in Drama so that they form life-long
appreciations for Drama, Theatre and the Arts.

• Students endeavour to be the best
performers they can be through
lessons that incorporate challenge
for all students.

• Students show compassion through
watching and evaluating the work of
others, taking on roles and showing
empathy whilst understanding
others’ needs and dispositions.

• The Drama department and
curriculum inspire students by
highlighting all aspects of the
subject and possible career paths,
giving them transferrable skills to
embed in their learning across
school and using enrichment
opportunities to inspire students to
strive to create high quality
performances.

Component 31 Conflict Written Exam

Component 21- Exploring and
Performing texts

AO3 - Written exam: Analysing
Performance

AO1 - Concept Pro Forma

AO4 - Live Theatre Evaluation
Two set texts from one chosen theme

AO2 - Application of practical skills:
taking the play from page to stage

Practical exploration of key moments

Exploring artistic intention

YEAR

13

University Applications
Component 11/12 - Practitioners in Practice

Component
11/12
deadline:

Component 21
deadline:
Performance and
Concept Pro Forma

AO1 and AO4 - Portfolio: Development paragraphs
and Evaluation of Devised Performance
AO2 - Application of performance techniques to
realise artistic intention

Research
Report,
Portfolio and
Performance

Research Report

Component 46 The Crucible

Using a stimulus to explore
practitioners working
methodologies

Understanding the play,
context, characters and
playwrights intentions

AO1 - Research and practically
explore two chosen practitioners

Key scenes exploration
including directorial vision

AO4 - Critical thinking and
evaluating performances based
on performance intent

AO3- Exam style questions

YEAR

12

Component 03
deadline:
Performance and
Concept Pro Forma

Component 04 - Written
exam: Blood Brothers

Component 03 - Presenting
and Performing Texts

AO4 - Section B. Live
Theatre Evaluation.

AO1- Concept Pro Forma
AO2- Practical group performance

AO3 - Exam style questions

Understanding the play, context,
characters and playwrights intentions

Directorial vision: Taking the
play from page to stage

Practically exploring chosen scenes
in exam groups

Mock exams: Written paper
Section A and B

YEAR

11

Component 01/02- Devising from a stimulus
AO1 - Portfolio: Research, Plan of action,
development paragraphs
AO2 - Practical group performance
AO4 - Verbal and written evaluation
Working collaboratively

Practical exam Component
01/02

Developing practical skills
Practitioner study

YEAR
Component
01/02 deadline

Component 04 - Written
exam: Blood Brothers

10

Practical exploration of scenes

Noughts and Crosses Script work

AO3 - Exam style questions

Careers in Theatre and TV;
playwrights creative process

Acting style questions

Plot, context, characters

Script work

Practitioner study:
Constantin Stanislavski

Taking a script from page to stage

Playwright’s intentions

Performance skills building for Year 10

YEAR

9

Performance style: Surrealism
How to perform in a surreal style

Curious Incident Script work

Practitioner study: Antonin Artaud

Practitioner study: An
introduction to Frantic
Assembly

Darkwood Manor - Devising

Understanding character
and context

Devising from a stimulus
How to build tension
Performance intent

YEAR

8

Investigation of
Jane - Devising

Roald Dahl Script work

Practitioner study:
Constantin Stanislavski

Understanding
character and
context
Taking a script from
page to stage

Mask and Mime Theatre
Mask Theatre rules
Slow motion and
exaggeration
Movement and gesture
Assessment

YEAR

7

The Mystery of Charlotte
Dymond - Devising
How to rehearse effectively
Improvisation practice
Building a believable character
Baseline assessment:
performance

Physical Theatre
Practitioner study: Jerzy
Grotowski’s ‘Poor Theatre’
Body language, posture,
gestures, facial expressions
Confidence building
Soundscapes

